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Beautiful Mehendi Designs to
Adorn the Back of Your Hand
A bride's wedding plan is not complete
without picking out a beautiful mehendi
design for her hands and legs. Mehendi
elevates the beauty of the bride, and is, in a
way, a kind of an ornament to carry out
with elegance during the time of her
wedding.
Here are a few suggestions to help you
choose the perfect mehendi design for the
back of your hand.

Majestic Rajput Mehendi
The Rajput mehendi design looks splendid
with the beautiful closely drawn patterns.
This generally is a half hand mehendi
design which comes with an array of
symmetric designs. This goes well with
ringed bracelets and gives a look of a
Princess.

Single Finger Design
A minimalistic design which has a broad
opening at the deep end and it shrinks up to
become a single design gliding beautifully
onto a single finger, like an ornament. This
looks neat, simple and speaks a lot about
the elegance in it. One of the beautiful
mehendi designs to opt for, if you do not
want something loud, yet want to adorn
your hand with a beautiful color.

Peacock Mehendi
Peacock, one of the traditional mehendi
designs which can also be turned into a
modern version. A variety of designs will
be able to complement the peacock
mehendi in the most graceful way.
Anything with peacock will come out as
one of the most beautiful mehendi designs.
Up to Down - Majestic Rajpur mehendi, single finger mehendi, peacock mehendi
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Wide Bracelet Mehendi
A bold full circled or half circled bracelet is
the way to go to take it up a notch! The
bracelet design will be intricate and closely
spaced for the mehendi to give out the look of
a bracelet. Try out this bold and beautiful
wide bracelet mehendi and it is going to give
you a few extra points in your wedding!

The Chakra
The most traditional looking mehendi
designs of all - Chakra. Though Chakra is
widely used as a design on the palms, it
would look beautiful if it is applied on the
back of the hand. The simple chakra is a
no-nonsense design which does not attract
too much attention but does well in
complementing the whole attire.

Floral Mehendi
Floral designs are one of the most common
designs, and it is common for a reason!
These floral designs can be used to adorn
any type of design. It could be used
exclusively as a single most design or can
be used in a mixture of designs. Wherever
floral designs are used, it lends a beautiful
touch to the mehendi.

Up to Down - Wide bracelet mehendi, chakra mehendi, floral mehendi
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Deeper the color, higher the parameter of love
Photo courtesy - NgenStyle

Mehendi functions are basically the dawn of the wedding ceremonies. This is where all the fun and
drama begins from. With the music, dance and laughter, this function allows you to play with colours
and dress a little casually. This is the day where you can experiment with all the pretty fancy accessories
you’ve always liked with your hands decorated beautifully in mehendi and if you’re not a fan of heavy
jewellery, that won’t be a problem, we got you covered!

Gorgeous Mehendi Accessories for
the Bride-to-Be

Nail Extensions
Give your pretty fingers a beautiful
touch by going for nail extensions. You
can either get gel or acrylic extensions
that last for 1-2 months or you can go for
temporary stick-on nails. Choose from a
wide range of personalised gorgeous
nail-art that matches your clothing, or
floral designs. Also, the length of the
nails can vary as per your preference.
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Floral Tiaras
For all your wedding functions, there are
no second thoughts about the fact that
*you* are the queen. Top up your
stunning look with beautiful floral crowns
or tiaras. A chain of flowers is extremely
light, hence you can have a lot of those in
your hair and feel no pressure or
heaviness. You can also wear them as a
maangtika or a boho crown.

Haathphool

Anklet / Barefoot Sandals

One of the most beautiful and trending
mehendi accessories is the haathphool.
Beautiful chain of gajra combined with
rose, or any flower of choice is the
perfect pick for your pretty wrists
decorated in mehendi. Not only will
your hands look stunning, but will
smell amazing too.

Why should your hands have all the
fun? Your feet deserve to be happyhappy too! decorate your beautiful feel
with nail paint and anklets. You can go
for barefoot sandals too and show-off
your pretty feet in style!

Bracelets

Sunglasses

Pretty bracelets with ghungroo or
flowers are not only great mehendi
accessories but also beautiful giveaways
for the function!

Be the hot and swaggy bride-to-be as
you pull up your shades and show off
your style! This is essential for an
afternoon mehendi function.
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Vendor of the Week
This edition's special

Mehendi Contest
Share your Karwachauth mehendi design with
us to participate in this Mehendi contest and
win surprise gifts and special mention on our
Facebook Page

Shalini Mehendi Artist
Mehandi is a mark of tradition as well as
trend. Shalini Mehendi assures to let its
customers maintain both. It started in 1991
and it's been over two decades of
delivering satisfactory services.

Whatsapp your mehendi pic at 07042350446
with your full name to participate in the contest

Unique Mehendi Designs For
The Bride's Mother
Want to know what is even tougher than
being a bride? It is being the bride's
mother. In our Indian weddings, the
mother of the bride is the busiest person in
the house. In between the chaos and all the
responsibilities of the wedding, she so
maturely hides all her emotions about her
princess going away from her.
Her daughter's childhood keeps on flashing
in front of her eyes. How her baby took her
first steps and now the same baby, all
grown up, is now going to take all the
responsibilities of her new house.

A bride, more than herself, wants
everything to be perfect for her
mother. Her mom's dress, mehendi,
footwear, jewellery and everything
should be the best.
Making her mother sit quietly for a
few minutes to get her henna done is a
tough job but she has to, after all,
along with her, her mom also dreamt
of this big day.
Here are some of the most beautiful
mehendi designs for bride's mother -

The Simple and Quick Ones
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The Heavy Yet Quick Ones

Some Designs For the Cool Moms

It is important to choose the mehendi design that compliments your dress, like if you are wearing a heavy traditional dress, you
can go for the traditional peacock mehendi design and if you are wearing quite of a modern outfit, you can go for the Arabic
designs. It is surely a big day for the bride's mother and sitting for a long time amidst all the chaos, we very well know, no mom
is going to do that. She has got to do so many things and prepare for so many rituals. It is the biggest day for her and she wants
everything perfect for her little girl's wedding.
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Rock your Mehendi look with beautiful floral crowns or
tiaras
Photo courtesy - Best KK MehAndi Artist

Amazing Mehendi Seating
Ideas For Upcoming Weddings
Mehendi is one of the traditional pre-wedding ceremonies organized in before Indian wedding. This
ceremony has become such an important part of Indian weddings that no wedding can be imagined
without it. Mehendi is also considered as one of the sixteen adornments of the bride, without which her
beauty is incomplete. This ceremony takes place just before the wedding. So this ceremony is really
important for a bride. To rock your mehendi ceremony and make it a success its really important to
decide where it takes place. So here we bring before you some amazing mehendi seating ideas.
Do it the Cabbana Way!

Because Who Doesn’t Love Flowers…

Cabbana Style is the way to go in 2018
especially if you are having your wedding
in summers. This designer seating place
would totally make your wedding an
exquisite affair. Try something new, by
experimenting with this new Cabbana style
mehendi seating.

This has been an all-time favourite since
time immemorial. With the flowers and
their fragrance around, the floral mehendi
seating place is a delight for the new bride.
You could even use artificial instead of
natural flowers to take it up a notch.
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Mehndi On The Swings

Amphitheatre is the Way To Go

Swings are an all time favourite of girls
since their childhood. So why not use them
as a mehendi seating place. It is the most
comfortable seating place for applying
mehendi as it gives you flexibility and who
wants to be stationary all the while that
henna takes to dry up…So why not try this
new Swing idea for mehendi seating this
season.

Why limit ourselves to small seatings,
when we can take the grandeur up a notch
by organizing the seating for Mehendi in
an open-air amphitheatre. With the
mehendi seating place, at the center of
amphitheater, all guests can see the
ceremony without any obstruction. To
make your mehendi ceremony an
elaborate affair go ahead with the
amphitheatre style.

Words of Wisdom
There are so many reasons to be
happy and one of them is henna,
leaving behind a beautiful dark
stain
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Previous Edition
Makeup Special
Get the latest bridal makeup tips
in our previous edition which is a
perfect guide for you to solve all
your Bridal Makeup Queries

About Us
Your search for a perfect Indian wedding magazine is over with Knit the Knot. It is a free
online wedding magazine featuring the latest trends in weddings, with new ideas, tips and
advice decoration ideas, wedding venue guides, honeymoon destinations and more to
help you plan your dream wedding.Whether it is for a wedding that you have always
envisioned or a honeymoon that will only corroborate your relationship with your
beloved, discover the best options available to you in your budget to make the day special.

Contact Us
Next Edition
Bridal Jewellery
The jewellery plays a very
important role in the overall look
of the bride, making its choice
very difficult. know the latest and
trendy bridal jewellery styles this
season.

Get in touch with us with your feedback and queries at contact@wedamor.com
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